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Is there a Russian spy network in
Lithuania?
by Elisa Martinelli

About one month ago, several people were arrested in Lithuania
on suspicion of spying on behalf of Russia. Although Moscow firmly
rejected this accusation it is undeniable that Russia after 2014 has
intensified its espionage activities in the Baltics. In view of this, how
is the Russian threat perceived in Lithuania and how does the
Russian intelligence attempt to influence the Baltic region?The fact
During a joint news conference held on December 19th 2018 by
the Lithuania’s State Security Department, the Prosecutor’s office
and the Police, the uncovering of a Russian spy network was

Moscow’s reaction to this news was of strong denial. Russian Foreign Ministry

announced. Therefore, several Lithuanian citizens and one Russian

spokesperson Maria Zakharova firmly rejected the accusation and declared that

citizen had been arrested and charged with spying, allegedly

this operation is a further move of the “russophobic” policy implemented in

gathering information on assignment from Russian special

Lithuania.

service.The precise number of detainees was not disclosed to the

Ivanovich, claimed that the new espionage scuffling that had taken place in the

public, but during the conference, Prosecutor general Evaldas

Country was another serious anti-Russian action of the Lithuanian authorities.

Russian

Ambassador

in

Lithuania,

Udaltsov

Alexander

Pasilis revealed two names of the people arrested: Algirdas
Paleckis, a Lithuanian citizen former diplomat and politician and

It is not the first time that this kind of episode involving espionage takes place in

Valery Ivanov, a Russian citizen and former anti-independence

Lithuania. As a matter of fact, since 2014 there have been some relevant cases of

leader.Concerning Valery Ivanov, he had been detained for

individuals arrested in suspicion of espionage for the Russian Federation.In 2014

weapon possession and released from custody after 48 hours,

Romualds Lipskis, a Lithuanian citizen of Belarus origin, was arrested and

excluding actually his involvement in the spies’ network.With

condemned to five years in prison for providing Belarus with information about

regard to Algirdas Paleckis, the case is clearly different due to the

NATO matters.Another significant case concerns the arrest of Serghei Pushin, a

fact that the politician has been detained since October and

Lithuanian citizen and Army officer, and Sergei Moiseyenko, a Russian intelligence

because it is not the first time that the politician faces judicial

officer, both arrested in 2014. Moiseyenko has been accused of creating in

matters. Paleckis was a parliament deputy in 2004-2007 and in

Lithuania a circle of trusted people, including Pushin, that collected, sometimes

2007-2008 a deputy of the Mayor of Vilnius. In 2008 he was

unintentionally, information for Russian intelligence. Indeed, since Pushin worked

expelled from the Social Democratic Party due to conflict with the

in an air base close to Šiauliai, where a NATO air base and intelligence sharing hub

authorities of the Party and later he established his own party: the

is located, he was able to pass information to Moiseyenko on military operations in

Front party. In 2012 Paleckis was prosecuted and condemned for

exchange of money. Pushin was sentenced to five years and Moiseyenko to ten

denying and ignoring URSS’ aggression against Lithuania in 1991

years and half.In 2015 Nikolai Filipchenko, a Russian FSB operative, was arrested

and was sentenced to a fine of 3000 Euro. Paleckis is currently

for attempting to recruit the bodyguard of the Lithuanian President with the

detained, despite some demonstrations in favor of his release.

objective of placing spying devices in the President’s office. After finding him guilty,
a court in Vilnius sentenced Filipchenko to ten years in prison.In 2016 Andrei
Oshkurov, a Lithuanian citizen, doctor in the Lithuanian army, was condemned to
three years in prison, for having gathered information about army morale
intended for Belarus intelligence.Finally, in 2017 three Lithuanians had been
detained on suspicion of spying and two different criminal cases have been
launched. Concerning the first, two suspects are related to the army and accused
of having sold information to Russian intelligence. In the second case, the
Lithuanian citizen is suspected of gathering public information in the Klaipeda
region.
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Lithuania was the first country to declare independence from
Moscow in 1990 and was one of the few ex-Soviet States to join the
EU and NATO in 2004. Given the historical events and the
geographical proximity – Lithuania is located between the Russian
enclave of Kaliningrad and the Republic of Belarus – it is
understandable that Lithuania, within the European Union, is one
of the States at the forefront of the battle to counter Russian
hostile influence operations and is constantly calling for an
increasing NATO military presence in order to deter Moscow. In
2017, NATO members decided to reassure the Baltic States by
deploying around 5,000 military service personnel from different
NATO allies, with, in particular, the deployment of 1.000 Germanled battle troops just in Lithuania.In the national security
assessment presented yearly by the Lithuanian’s State Security
Department it is specified that the major threat to Lithuania’s
national security arises from Russia’s intentions and action, defined
both by the government as aggressive and determined to change
the global power balance in the Baltic region. According to the
national security assessment, the Russian intelligence and security
services – namely the Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR), the Main
Directorate of General Staff of the Armed Forces (GU) and the
Federal Security Service (FSB) – collected information about
Lithuania’s internal, foreign, economic, security, and defence
policies and for these reasons is considered as the greatest
intelligence threat for the Lithuanian State. Moreover, the
assessment states that one third of Russian diplomatic personnel
in Lithuania are related to Russian intelligence services, using
therefore Russian diplomatic missions in Lithuania as their
cover.Another concern for the Lithuanian government is the
increasing dependence of Belarus’ foreign and security policy from
Moscow, together with the activities of the Belarusian intelligence
services, that act under the orders of Russian intelligence services
and provide them with the necessary support.
Overall, during the last ten years 28 people have been arrested in
the Baltic States on suspicion of being involved in espionage. In
addition to the 8 arrests occurring in Lithuania, since 2008 at least
17 people have been arrested in Estonia on suspicion of spying for
Russian intelligence services while there have been 3 arrest in
Latvia.Amongst others, one of the Baltic States’ approaches to this
issue is using the principle of “naming and shaming” and publicly
exposing individuals charged with espionage, often giving the name
of the suspects to the media, along with photos and videos from
the arrest or the investigation.The concept that intelligence
services are only interested in State secrets is no longer valid or
relevant. Spies in Baltic countries are interested particularly in
NATO-related information (since the deployment of NATO forces in
these States), the preparation of national armed forces, industrial
and technological espionage, sensitive information about both
internal and European Union policies.Obviously, the issue of
“Russian spy networks” in Lithuania and in the Baltic States is
constantly evolving. It will be interesting to see if there will be
further development also in Russians attempts to influence the
public opinion in the run-up to the 2019 Lithuanian presidential
elections as well as in the European elections that will take place in
May 2019.
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The Roma in the European Union: the
fragile fight against discrimination
by Giorgia Miccoli

The Roma are the EU’s largest minority and one of the most
discriminated group in the European block. Notwithstanding the
Indian origins, the Roma settled in Romania during the XIV century.
With the 2007 enlargement of the European Union, large shares of
people migrated to Western Europe, becoming a crucial part of the
society in countries like Italy, Spain, Austria, Germany and France
and a key issue of the political debate.A regional Roma survey
dating back to 2011 indicates that almost 28 percent of the
interviewed experienced discrimination for their ethnicity. Indeed,

After 8 years from the drafting of the EU Framework for National Roma Integration

today the Roma continue to be at the center of the political

Strategies up to 2020, in its 2018 Communication the European Commission

campaigns of the most prominent European far right parties. In

highlighted the limited efforts made by the Member States in designing national

Italy, Matteo Salvini’s Lega is expected to win the majority of votes

Roma integration strategies. As of today, a striking majority of the people think that

in the next week elections for the European Parliament. One of the

the situation of Roma is worse than that of non-Roma. Indeed, compared to

main topics of the party’s fight for power is the need to put Italians

quality of life of non-Roma, the Romani community continues to experience racial

before Roma and asylum seekers. The recent events that took

discrimination, higher unemployment, lack of health insurance and poverty.

place in the periphery of Rome highlighted the difficult and fragile

Moreover, it is commonly agreed on that deeper public interventions are needed

situation in Italy. Things do not differ much in France, where the

both from EU institutions and national authorities. This notwithstanding, the post-

founder of the ultra-right party Front National Jean Marie Le

2020 EU framework for Roma integration is currently under exam and gives more

Pen has been fined by the French Court in 2017 for some

space to public fundings and the representation of Roma people.The Romanian

discriminatory remarks made during a speech in Nice in 2013.

Presidency of the Council aimed at continuing the work done by the Slovak and

Today, the Roma still struggle in becoming an integral part of the

Austrian Presidencies, which put the Roma issue under the spotlight. However,

country’s political and cultural life. In the last two months more

together with the elections of the European Parliament, the role of the European

than 25 attacks against the Roma people were perpetrated in

institutions in highlighting the struggle of the Roma is undeniable. The result of

France and followed serious rumors about the threatening habits

these elections will influence Roma’s integration as never before. The important

of the minority. Real integration never existed also for the

steps ahead made until now could be disregarded or positively impacted. The

Hungarian Roma community and Viktor Orban‘s political moves are

current fight against anti-Gypsysm could be undermined by the rampant rise of

negatively affecting discrimination against Roma in the country. On

the far right parties. From the 26th of May on, the future of the Roma community

its part, the European Union has been one of the most influential

in Europe could change for good. As one of the most fragile minorities in Europe,

actors in the fight against discrimination and the forthcoming

the Roma will inevitably be a divisive actor in the dispute between right and left.

parliamentarian elections will unsurprisingly play a key role in

With the projected increase of the seats owned by nationalists and populists, the

shaping the future of the Roma in the Union. The first Roma

community will need to deal with a more rough setting and a less open

elected in the European Parliament, the Spanish Juan de Dios

environment to keep working on rights and against discrimination.

Ramirez accessed the institution only in 1986 and was followed in
2004 by the Magyar Livia Jaroka. Today, only five MEPs of Romani
origin sit in the European Parliament. However, the 2004
enlargement of the Union to Central Eastern Europe seriously
expanded the importance of the Roma representation in the
European Institutions. Since then, the Socialist and Democrats
Group in the EP decisively came through as the most sensitive
actor vis-à-vis the fight against anti-Gypsysm. In 2016, however, a
Council Conclusion on accelerating the process of Roma
integration confirmed the limited progress made in advancing
inclusion, in particular at the local level.
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Polish ‘Black Gold’ Is More Precious
Than a Greener Future of the EU
by Soňa Hoigerová

Poland heavily depends on coal and belongs to the most polluting
and CO2 emitting European countries. Not surprisingly, a majority
of the most polluted EU’s cities are Polish. Despite toxic air,
Warsaw is planning to open a new coal mine. It can appear being
absurd in the light of environmental debates across Europe. In
June, Poland together with their coal-rich friends Hungary, the
Czech Republic and Estonia blocked ‘2050 carbon neutrality target’
and prevented the EU from adopting a long-term vision. Eastern
nations demonstrated again their willingness to step out of the

Poland led the opposition and succeed to wipe the climate commitment off. The

mainstream.Warsaw has announced the intention to build new

final text highlighted that the EU inspires to climate neutrality – means an

coal-fired power plants in Imielin, Silesia last year along with no

economy characterized by mostly limited emissions of greenhouse gases caused

efforts to burn less fuel before 2030. Coal has been always

by human activity, along with the Paris Agreement. Ironically, the note about

connected to Polish prosperity and the ruling Law and Justice (PiS)

reaching climate neutrality by 2050 for the majority of the Member States was put

resists pressure from Brussels to diversify national energy mix

in the footnote. The failure to adopt the commitment just reflects a fact how

where coal stands for 80% of electricity generation. We should not

diverse Europe in term of energy is and how difficult is to find a common path.

be surprised by such a decision – when the party came to power in

Polish PM Morawiecki called for a strictly defined compensatory mechanism for

2015, they pledged to support the coal industry. There is a supply

those regions that will have to bear the cost of green energy transformation. What

of coal for another 200 years. However, the coal heritage is

has recently intensified the focus on decarbonization of economies is the newly

becoming increasingly expensive since the government has to

elected President of the European Commission Ursula von der Leyen. She

purchase CO2 emission allowance and it sets burden on Polish

introduced climate change as her priority and promised to deliver a European

taxpayers. These efforts are also justified as a way how to

Green Deal with an ambitious aim to transform Europe into the very first climate-

guarantee Polish energy independence, especially in term of

neutral continent by 2050. She announced to set a Just Transition Fund to cover

Kremlin which uses gas supplies through Ukraine as a political

the cost of transformation during her visit of Poland. Moreover, Finland has

weapon.Mining is a traditional activity for many Polish, an

strengthened the importance of climate change for its 6 months presidency of the

important source of employment and even a basis of Polish

European Council and declared to find a broad agreement among the Member

identity. The topic of global warming is always surrounded by

States until October. What can be expected from Warsaw? It is unlikely that

scepticism and different opinions, but what is specific for Poland is

Warsaw would be ready to compromise in October due to elections planning in

a little coverage of the topic in media with a prevailing reflection of

late autumn.

climate sceptics. Polish media has been politicized and the coal-

Secondly, Polish narrative should be also interpreted in ongoing negotiations over

friendly government pushes for its own stories. Even the Polish

2021-2027 financial framework especially when Cohesion Funds and Common

science academy is in conflict with the International Panel on

Agriculture Policy are being discussed. Obviously, Warsaw wants to make use of its

Climate Change regarding the linkage between coal and global

strong negotiation position and not to give up on climate declaration before the

warming. It boosts scepticism along with increasing criticism of

budget is agreed. As proposed, Poland would face a 23% cut off funds for

Poland and leads to a sort of climate fatalism. Nevertheless, not

economically depressed regions and it is not acceptable for a country that is the

everyone shares the same point of view. Data reveals that a third

largest net beneficiary from the EU. It is clear enough that Warsaw can use

of Polish consider global warming as one of the gravest threats to

decarbonization as leverage in term of budget negotiations. Equally, Warsaw can

the future and they are in favour of green energy.

demand trade-off between climate change and more frequent interference

The summit in Brussels in June ended up with a huge

targeting domestic affairs which are seen as undermining the rule of law and in

disappointment – Member States were not able to find agreement

conflict with the EU principles.

on emission neutrality.
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A Very Long Delay: Bosnia and Herzegovina
Still Without Formed Presidency
by Tihana Tokić

On October 7, 2018 General Elections in Bosnia and Herzegovina
(BiH) were held. As of today, eleven months later, the Presidency
has not been formed yet. The system of government of BiH is
inspired by a consociational principle, which means it is designed
to represent the three major ethnic groups in the country:
Bosniaks, Serbs and Croats. As a result of the 2018 elections, the
elected

representatives

are

Šefik

Džaferović,

a

Bosniak

representing SDA (Stranka Demokratske Akcije/ The Party of
Democratic Action), Željko Komšić, a Croat from DF (Demokratska

This is, ultimately, the reason why the formation of presidency keeps on being

Fronta/ Democratic Front), and Milorad Dodik, a Serb from SNSD

postponed.The latest significant development occurred in August 2019, when the

(Savez nezavisnih socijaldemokrata/ The Alliance of Independent

elected representatives of Bosniaks, Croats, and Serbs have signed an agreement

Social Democrats) and Republika Srpska entity. Therefore, the

to form the presidency due to the external players’ pressure, mostly the European

elected leaders represent the three ethnic groups and two entities

Union (EU). Reaching a point where signing this type of document is needed only

in BiH. The institutional setting of BiH was set down by the peace

served to delegitimise the government even further. Indeed, the fact that the

agreements of Dayton, which marked the end of the Bosnian war.

biggest and the main political actors in BiH are not capable of forming presidency

While the main intention of that setting was to be representative of

paved the way for other actors to step in. Having new actors could be a sign of

the highly fragmented, multiethnic society of BiH, such system has

change, and may raise the potential for a more unified BiH. Nonetheless, such

proven to be highly troubled. Accordingly, the situation in which

development is complicated by the very political culture of BiH, as it is very unlikely

BiH has been stagnating for almost a year, demonstrates a high

for all three ethnic groups to elect completely new leaders with less ethnic-focused

degree of state’s dysfunctionality. However, the fact that BiH is still

mind-set, and more common-good-focused approach. At the moment, BiH is

somehow functioning indicates a high level of informal networks

facing a huge dilemma: are new elections a solution? Most certainly not. New

within the state which allow the state to keep going despite the

elections would most likely bring somewhat similar results, and only give the

institutional block. As a matter of fact, with the political bodies’ and

elected representatives additional time for postponing presidency formation. Even

representatives’ inability to form a government, the informal

if new elections would bring a completely different outcome, they would

networks

their

undermine the already weak democracy in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Calling for

position. Although informal networks are not desired, their system

new elections when the desired outcome has not been achieved would only

of functioning, what is provided and what is expected in return

contribute to deepening internal divisions because every side would be able to call

seem to be more predictable and stable than the current

for new elections and abuse that privilege whenever a party or a certain group

government’s behaviour and actions. Besides that, BiH is a country

would not get wanted results. Moreover, new presidency elections would promote

consisting of two entities and ten cantons. It already has enormous

a selective approach to democracy. That is, democracy would be implemented

internal division which continues to grow considering the lack of

when convenient instead of being a way a state functions. Taking into account

commitment and willingness of the three elected politicians, who

BiH’s already existing situation, new elections would bring new tensions and

continue that long-lasting tradition. Accordingly, BiH’s political and

exasperate already existing barriers to a stable democracy. Besides that, almost

bureaucratic division is a replica of society’s division. BiH division is

50% of citizens has not been participating in the elections. Such behaviour

not a result of finding a method how to achieve goals faster

portrays lack of faith BiH’s citizens have in their institutions. Hence, disbelief would

through smaller and numerous channels, but rather it is a result of

continue with consecutive elections.

only

further

prosper

and

strengthen

not having unified goal. The latest elections and their development
only confirm this behavioural tendency that does not seem to have
a turning point in the near future. The three politicians each
representing one ethnic group in BiH do not act in the name of
one state. Each representative in one way or another is trying to
push forward dominance of one ethnic group over another while
accusing other side over certain actions. This vicious circle only
revolves over who is experiencing more injustice, and attempts to
prove the other groups are wrong. There is no sign of commitment
to creating a presidency for the common good, but there is a
commitment to creating a good for a specific ethnic group.
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The respect for human rights in refugee
camps on the Balkan route
by Giulia Candian

Since the Balkan Route has become one of the different ways for
the migrants to try to enter into the European continent, the
countries of the Balkan area and the EU itself had to face several
hard situations.
After the establishment of the wire mesh on the border between
Serbia and Hungary in 2018, the passage that crosses Bosnia and
Herzegovina and Croatia is increasingly used by the migrants,
although this route was considered de-facto closed after the
agreement between the European Union and the Republic of

The NGO No Name Kitchen, in its report on the Western Balkan Route, reported

Turkey, which came into forces in 2017. With this agreement, the

that the Croatian police regularly stole money, ID cards, bags, and power-banks to

EU would send back to Turkey “all new irregular migrants and

the migrants; the officers destroyed their phones and used physical violence on

asylum seekers arriving from Turkey to the Greek islands and

them. Women reported also sexually harassment by the police and that “incidents

whose applications for asylum have been declared inadmissible

happened in front of the eyes of their children and husbands who could do

should be returned to Turkey.

nothing due to the lack of power they have against the police forces”5.

Along the route there have been set up refugee camps where the

At first, the government of the Republic of Croatia did not admit the violent push-

migrants are often forced to stop during their long trip to reach

backs made by the Croatian police on the border with Bosnia; Croatian President

Europe. One of the most important problems in these camps is

Kolinda Grabar Kitarović and the Minister of Interior Davor Božinović said that the

the respect of the human rights; in most of them the conditions

Croatian police was not involved in this violence. But in a second time, she

are inadequate and there are also episodes of violence.

admitted the involvement of the Croatian police in the violent push-backs at the

In April 2019, the Greek police near the northern city of

border.

Thessaloniki used tear gas to prevent refugees from making their

According to the 2018 UNCHR report on the Balkan route, from January to August

way to the border with North Macedonia. The migrants gathered in

2018, “at least 26 people are known to have died in 22 separate incidents while

the field outside the Diavata camp, near the border with North

traveling irregularly through the Balkans. Of these, 12 have drowned with most

Macedonia after hearing they heard rumors on social media about

incidents taking place at the Croatia-Slovenia border”6.

the opening of the frontier.

The EU is trying to help the countries involved in order to solve the situation. One

Humanitarian organizations and the European Union have

of the most important goals is the revision of the Dublin Treaty, to make it easier

criticized Greece for the bad conditions of the camps in the

for migrants to seek asylum in a European country and to have their application

country: there are characterized by limited services, overcrowding,

examined quickly.

a low number of doctors and cultural mediators, limited access to

The European Union also helps the countries by allocating funds for humanitarian

the public transports, and have seen cases of sexual harassment

aids: since 2018, Bosnia and Herzegovina received €3.8 million to provide

and violence.

emergency assistance. This emergency response addresses the needs of refugees

The main problems are at the border between Bosnia and

and migrants living in the refugee camps in the country, in particular in the Una-

Herzegovina and Croatia where many episodes of violence and

Sana Canton region.

thefts have been reported. In September 2019, several push-

The mid-term assistance currently covers the provision of food, shelter, water and

backs made by the Croatian police were listed by the migrants and

sanitation, warm clothing, education and strengthening the country’s migration

NGOs, such as Amnesty International and No Name Kitchen.

management capacities and it targets the most vulnerable individuals,

People who want to enter Croatia, the closest EU Member State to

unaccompanied minors, families with children, pregnant women7; but Bosnia and

Bosnia and Herzegovina, live mainly in the two largest Bosnian

Herzegovina needs more help by the EU institution in order to become a country

camps located near the cities of Bihac e Velika Kladusa. Both

capable of providing real help and support to migrants.

camps can’t offer migrants adequate living conditions: they lack hot

The EU also sustains Croatia: the Balkan republic receives €100 million for the

water, hygiene services, health care, food and psychological

modernization of borders in view of Croatia’s entry into the Schengen area of free

support and the camps themselves are in bad conditions: the

movement. This fund is also used by Zagreb to pay police salaries, therefore the

structures are old and in the process of deterioration.

violence practiced by policemen against the migrants is a worse problem given
that the European Union sustains the respect of the human rights and this
violence is in contrast with its values.
The European Union must take an important position and impose on its Member
States and the States with which it has important neighborly relations, policies
aimed at respecting the human rights of migrants and asylum seekers who cross
the Balkans every day.
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Trapped parents and stateless children:
what’s happening in the child surrogacy
market in Ukraine?

by Flavia Di Mauro

Over the last few years, Ukraine has become a hotspot for
international child surrogacy agreements. While the business is
flourishing, the lack of proper regulation has led to situations of
deep psychological distress for committing parents, surrogate
mothers, and children as well. As the risks of international child
surrogacy become more and more obvious, Europe is called on
taking a stance.A hard wake-up callOver the last few weeks, a
series of dreadful news abruptly reminded Europe of the existence
of a sinister black market within its borders: the trade in new-born

Sadly enough, this was only the tip of the iceberg as the risk for trafficking,

babies and surrogate mothers. On September the 27th, Greek

abandonment and statelessness had already proven significant. The turn on

authorities delivered the country a shocking announcement: as a

UkraineAs these countries closed their doors to foreign couples, countries such as

result of a long-running investigation, 12 people were arrested

Russia, Georgia and Ukraine became the new hotspots for cheap surrogacy

under the accusation of running a €500,000 baby-smuggling

services. The business grew particularly lucrative in Ukraine, where the practice is

network. The network recruited vulnerable women from Bulgaria

legal but basically unregulated. The lack of appropriate regulation resulted in an

and transported them to Thessaloniki in order to trade their

insufficient protection of the rights of intended parents, surrogate mothers and

babies, their ova, or to use them as surrogates. The gang, which

children as well. Pursuant to Ukrainian law, any connection between the surrogate

included an obstetrician-gynecologist and employees of private

mother and the child is severed. Indeed, a surrogate mother does not have the

fertility reproduction clinics, would even subject the women to a

right to reconsider and decide to keep the child. Moreover, the country’s policy on

series of fertility treatments to maximise the number of their ova.

birth certificates only allows for the certificate to be issued in the name of the

More recently, on October the 6th, the story of a mafia boss who

commissioning parents, which means surrogate children do not qualify

illegally recruited an Eastern European woman to bear a child,

automatically as citizens of their country of birth. Meanwhile, surrogate mothers

whom he later gave as a gift to a fellow mobster, made headlines

are faced with deep psychological distress. Not only the agreement they sign

in Italy. Sad to remind it, this is not the first time we hear about

covers every aspect of their personal lives, such as the possibility to engage in

abuses and exploitation in the international market for child

sexual intercourse: while carrying the baby, mothers also face condemnation by

surrogacy. In both cases mentioned above, the abuses took place

most people around them, from their neighbours to the church. Because of the

in countries where surrogacy is illegal and were part of a black

strong social pressures, many of them are embarrassed with their pregnancy and

market. Yet, even in countries were the practice is fully legalised,

even try to hide it. For tough they might appear, these routine hardships were

scandals and abuses are not uncommon. Accordingly, as the

soon discovered to be only the thin end of the wedge. Accordingly, and sadly

international demand for surrogacy services began shifting to

enough, soon after the demand for cheap surrogacy shifted on Ukraine, the very

Eastern Europe, the issue gained increasing relevance in the

same abuses which occurred elsewhere emerged in the country. In the words of

region, in particular in Ukraine.BackgroundIn most countries in the

investigative journalist Samantha Hawley “while the country has changed, the story

world, surrogacy is highly regulated, forbidden or simply too

remains the same.”New country, same old storySince Ukraine became a hot

expensive for most people to make use of it. This is the case of the

destination for surrogacy tourism, all the potential risks which led other countries

US, where the costs range between 85.000 and 140.000 dollars.

to forbid international agreements surfaced again. In 2018, the case of 30 families

For these reasons, many couples seek for cheaper options abroad.

unable to take their children back home made headlines in Spain. Because paying

According to some observers, the practice of hiring women from

a surrogate to carry a child is an illegal practice in their home country, the couples

developing countries as surrogate mothers has become so

were not able to obtain Spanish passports for their babies. While the consulate

common among Westerners that it could be said the West is no

reassured the families that they would work on overcoming the situation on a case

longer just outsourcing industrial production to low-income

by case basis, they warned against entering any further surrogacy agreement in

countries, but even reproduction. Until 2015, the bulk of aspiring

Ukraine, reminding Spaniards of the shady practices in surrogacy clinics in the

parents seeking for low cost surrogacy services would look at

country. The embassy lamented a general lack of medical attention during the

Nepal, India, and Thailand. Yet, beginning 2015, these countries

pregnancy, and in some cases deliberate manipulations of the process. According

gave themselves stricter rules and banned all surrogacy

to the embassy, some physicians would induce abortions six weeks into the

agreements with foreigners. Such decisions came after a series of

pregnancy so couples are forced to embark on another costly IVF treatment. But

high profile scandals which culminated in the case of Gammy, a

the market is not only potentially dangerous for would-be-parents: surrogate

little Thai boy born with Down’s syndrome which was abandoned

mothers and children are subject to abuses of any sort as well.

by his Australian parents.
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According to a recent investigation, at least 10 new-borns were
surrendered to adoption agencies by their intended parents. In
worse cases, children ended up being smuggled out of the country.
Most lately, news of the abandonment of a severely diseased
baby sparked international outcry. The baby, a little girl called
Bridget, was born prematurely at 25 weeks with a wide range of
disabilities. When they learned of her condition, the commissioning
parents fled the country leaving Bridget behind. Sadly enough, this
was only the first of many hardships Bridget and her caregivers
had to endure. Five months after the baby’s birth, the couple
abruptly addressed her caregivers through a legal letter asking life
support to be switched off because the little girl had “no chances of
becoming a normal person”. Yet, Bridget survived her hardest days
and 18 months later the Americans finally handled their consent
for adoption. However, the document was not recognised by
Ukrainian law, which meant Bridget was at risk of statelessness.
Nowadays, the child is on her way to be legally recognised as a
Ukrainian citizen, which means she will soon be able to be
adopted. Until that happens, she will remain at Sonechko
Children’s Home, under the cure of Marina Boyko, the paediatric
nurse who followed her since her birth.Whose responsibilities?As
of today, the practice of child surrogacy still raises numerous
ethical dilemmas and the debate whether or not to legalise it is still
open and heated in numerous countries. While this discussion
takes place, it should be acknowledged that in the case of
international agreements the fear for commodification of human
life has proven very well-funded. Over the years, way too many
scandals have emerged to prove this point. And yet, Western
audiences do not seem to acknowledge it. When Pacific countries
delegalised international surrogacy agreements, some pundits
lamented that intended parents were “left with few low-cost
options”. A New York Times piece reported that “these nations
have shut their doors amid concerns over exploitation of the
surrogates, oversight and safety, leaving people of less means
without many choices”. What one is left to wonder is why we are
expecting women from developing countries to offer services
which would be unacceptable or even illegal in our own countries.
If we really believe there is some kind of right to low-cost
surrogacy, why are we expecting it to be fulfilled abroad? As the
market began flourishing in neighbouring Ukraine, Europe is called
on taking a stance on the issue. The work of the Spanish embassy
to raise awareness on the shadiness of these practices, while
unpopular, should be taken as an example. It’s time for developed
countries to wake up and smell the roses: we bear our share of
responsibility for the sad stories told above, the earlier we
acknowledge it, the earlier they will stop happening.
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Are demographic trends mirroring Albania’s
vulnerabilities?
by Fabio Seferi

It is believed that among the negative sides of globalisation – or
rising global inter-connectedness – there is also the brain-drain
that many small less developed countries are experiencing in
recent decades. One of these countries is definitely Albania, a state
in the middle of its path to becoming an EU Member States, amid
socio-democratic enhancement and economic development. While
Albania goes through this very critical moment of its history, two
important questions must be addressed to understand its possible
pathways: which are Albania’s future demographic projections? Are

Indeed, if the latter continues to play a crucial role for population oscillations,

they simply systemic or do they reflect critical aspects of Albanian

fertility is becoming a more stable factor due to the modernising and socio-

society? A 2014 publication by the Albanian Institute of Statistics

economic development of the country. Thus, possible declines in Albania’s overall

(INSTAT) sketches out different projections for the Albanian

population will be more a consequence of people leaving the country than of birth

population until 2031, against the backdrop of the 2011 census

rates. If Albanian authorities want to invert the trend, they have to examine the

results. In the 2011 census Albania’s population was around 2.9

deeply-rooted causes for migration. Since after the fall of the communist regime,

million residents, in decline of nearly 200,000 people from the

Albania has not been able to stop its fast population drain, thus strengthening

previous 2001 census. This considerable decline for a small state

Albanian diaspora and presence abroad. Therefore, in order to understand

like Albania can fundamentally be explained by two distinct factors:

Albania’s demographic problem, the crucial question to be addressed is why do

(1) lower fertility rates; and (2) continued emigration flows. Today’s

Albanians migrate. First and foremost for better living conditions. This does not

fertility rates cannot match pre-1991 ones – which accounted 3-5

regard money, as it is commonly believed; it regards opportunities: opportunities

children per household – for various reasons. One of the most

to achieve self-emancipation and achievement. It regards a political, institutional

important ones regards women emancipation in society. Indeed,

and social architecture able to fully support the lives of its citizens, ranging from

when women become more educated and switch from being

services to healthcare, from education to transparency. Many people go abroad

housewives to strong participants of the workforce, they tend to

leaving back in their country even a decently-paid job, and maybe work for lower

have fewer children, since also their role in society changes

mansions. However, outside of Albania you can find countries which are more

accordingly. Another important reason has been communist

reliable in terms of democratic performance and are less corrupt. They provide a

propaganda: more children meant more soldiers and more

better schooling system, a better business environment, better social and

workers, all subject to military-industrial growth. Thus fertility,

institutional support. Even if Albania has seen important economic growth in

besides being high for social causes, it was also seen favourably by

recent years (see World Bank Data regarding GDP growth in Albania), the country

the regime. As for the second factor – i.e. continued emigration

still lingers in widespread corruption, institutional fragility and organised

flows – even if the 2000s decade lags behind of the 1990s when

crime. This epidemic of people fleeing Albania – as is the case for most of

there was a boom of Albanian migrants towards Western

countries – fundamentally regards young people, that are eager to a find a better

countries, still the demographic erosion of the country continued

way of life and are not connected so deeply with their homeland, as may be the

steadily. Projections for 2031 are divided into three scenarios: one

case of their parents. Therefore, the brain-drain that Albania has been

that predicts the trends for a high growth rates of the population,

experiencing in the last three decades is worrisome and can hinder its future

one for medium rates, and one for low rates. The extreme

development. An alarm bell that looks to be ringing for the deaf ears of central

scenarios value either an increase of population up to 3 million

authorities. Indeed Albanian Prime Minister Edi Rama has referred to the

(high growth scenario), or a sharp decrease to 2.5 million

phenomenon as an ambiguous one, with blurred lines regarding its positive and

inhabitants (low growth scenario) by 2031. In the low growth

negative consequences. PM Rama, indeed, has often depicted higher rates of

scenario, Albania would lose 400,000 people in 20 years: more

emigration as connected to higher rates of Foreign Direct Investment in the

than one every half an hour. The gap between the two values –

country resulting from its diaspora and, in general, with higher fluxes of money

shifting from minus 14% to plus 4% of the 2011 population –

entering Albania: the latter with respect to Albanian youngsters working abroad

depends on the two aforementioned factors: fertility and

and sending back home money to help their parents and families. However true it

emigration. However, even putting aside extreme derangements in

can be, the negative effects of brain-drain are not comparable: a whole skilled

only 20 years, the picture does not become more comforting:

working class that will shrink, e.g. doctors and medical personnel. This will also

according to the medium growth scenario Albania’s population will

have consequences for the whole welfare system as it is the middle-age group of

decline by more than 100,000 inhabitants by 2031. he two

people that usually carries most of its economic weight. Once again, the key for

variables of fertility and emigration do not have the same

Albania’s progress relies on the fight against corruption and on the strengthening

importance and value that they have had until now for Albania’s

of the institutional system.

demographic trends.
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How strong are ties between Serbia and
Russia?
by Angelica Vascotto

The often called “Brotherhood” lays at the basis of the diplomatic
relations between Serbia and Russia, both on regional and
multilateral levels. For centuries, the two countries have been
increasingly strengthening their ties. Originally from the common
Slavic and Orthodox roots, they currently hold a strategic
partnership. Both sides loyally back their respective positions
trying to ensure the mutual respect for their political, military and
commercial interests. The question is: how solid is this
partnership? And, what is the price of it? As a matter of fact,

On one hand, Russia is eager to maintain its strongest alliance with a south-

Belgrade is silently travelling on multiple tracks and this surely

European country: this means no sanctions form it and the possibility to establish

contributes to high malleability in its approaches.Only a few days

advantageous commercial trades and to push for further military support. On the

ago, Serbia voted against the UN General Assembly draft

other hand, Kosovo remains the central issue related to Serbia. Russia, in fact, was

resolution on urging Russia to withdraw its military forces from

among the first countries to condemn Kosovo’s declaration of independence in

Crimea and to end its temporary occupation of Ukranian territory.

2008 and it has since voted against the membership of Kosovo in international

Serbia was the only Balkan country to support the Russian position

institutions in line with Belgrade’s policies. This is why Serbia will always back up

and this is not the first time nor at the UN neither before the EU. In

Russia’s positions even on a multilateral level.However, it is specifically in this

December 2017, Belgrade backed Moscow over a UN resolution

frame that Serbia can dare more in this game. From an EU perspective, there is a

put by Ukraine which condemned the human rights situation in

huge interest to divert Serbian focus on Russia to the common European views by

Russian-annexed Crimea. On a EU level, Serbia refused to join

offering economic and strategic support. In this way, the EU could gain an ally with

Western sanctions on Russia for its role in fomenting the conflict in

deep knowledge of a country that has always shown itself as hostile toward the

Ukraine despite various reminders from Brussels that, as an EU

whole community. From the Russian side, its interest is to show Serbia an

candidate country, Serbia needs to align its foreign policy with that

alternative to the EU bloc by offering all its support, even for what concerns

of the EU. Even if Serbia appears being always supportive of

Kosovo’s case, interpreted as a Serbian violation from most of the countries in the

Russian propositions, relations between the two countries have

international community. And, even if Serbia enter the Union, Russia would make

not been always as smooth as expected.Only a few weeks ago, a

sure not to lose the loyalty Serbia has always demonstrated in the name of their

video clip showing a Russian diplomat handing over money to a

common traditional ties. In all this game of interests, Serbia surely lays in the most

former lieutenant colonel of the Serbian Army was uploaded

prestigious positions: it has everything to gain from all sides.

online. On that occasion, President of Serbia Aleksandar Vučić
expressed concern and stated that Serbia’s intelligence had
already gathered extensive evidence of Russian espionage
operations in the country since last year. Nevertheless, according
to the Serbian ambassador to Moscow Miroslav Lazanski, the spy
scandal has considered closed within a few days and with no
impact on mutual relations between the two countries. At the
same time, on the other side, pieces of evidence have emerged of
Ukraine’s Army using contraband Serbian weapons in Donbas
against the self-proclaimed Donetsk People’s Republic soldiers. As
a matter of fact, Serbia officially does not recognise Crimea as part
of Russia, supporting the territorial integrity of the country. In spite
of this fact, it has been only a few days that a Delegation from
Crimea officially visited the Serbian Parliament and met the two
right-wing parties Dveri and Serbian Radical Party. Even if there are
some contradictory actions from both countries, their ties are far
to be cut. Both of them have extremely strong interests they are
not willing to renounce.
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